
Panzura SkyBridge                                                

Panzura SkyBridge transforms the cloud into an extension of your corporate 
datacenter.  SkyBridge does this by co-locating a consistent, locking file 
system in the cloud that is identical to the file system in the corporate 
datacenter and eliminates networking challenges between the cloud and 
your corporate network. 

With SkyBridge, you don’t need to be a cloud expert. It automatically 
configures and launches storage, compute, applications and networking 
with one click. 

SkyBridge is initially focused on automating virtual desktop infrastructure 
(VDI) because of the massive issues with the economics, configuration, and 
maintenance of on-premises VDI. SkyBridge can also be used to run any 
application in the cloud including high-performance computing, antivirus, 
search, indexing and rendering.

Here’s how SkyBridge works:

• A Single Locking File System for Everyone, Everywhere. 
SkyBridge connects to Panzura’s Global File System, so all 
of your users are connected to the same set of consistent 
files whether they’re using a traditional PC, connected to an 
internally hosted virtual desktop or a cloud hosted virtual 
desktop -- anywhere in the world. 

• Real Time Cross-Site Collaboration. Panzura’s file locking also 
works across your sites and the cloud. Users can collaborate 
confidently without worrying about accidentally overwriting 
files or waiting for files to replicate over the network.

• Add a Virtual Site Anywhere. By adding a Panzura Cloud 
Controller as virtual appliance in the cloud, SkyBridge 
connects a cloud site to the Panzura Global File System. 
SkyBridge can provision controllers in any cloud region at a 
supported public or private cloud provider. Controllers in the 
cloud and at your offices all connect to the same consistent, 
locking file system. 

• Quickly Provision a VDI Farm Anywhere in the Cloud. With 
SkyBridge, it’s easy to provision a VDI farm in any cloud 
region in just minutes. From an IT perspective, there are only 
a few steps involved, all of which are automated with a single 
click through SkyBridge. You can easily repeat the process in 
any cloud region to put VDI sessions close to your users.

• Provision Virtual Desktops with One Click. Once a VDI farm 
is set up, users simply login to Citrix Receiver using their 
existing credentials and access a desktop or application 
with one click. The virtual desktop’s location - in the cloud 
- is transparent to the user. They can’t tell whether they’re 
accessing a system in the cloud or the company data center.
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Why Panzura SkyBridge:
SkyBridge makes it possible to run virtual desktops and applications in the cloud seamlessly, all connected to your corporate infrastructure. With 
SkyBridge, you don’t need to be an expert in cloud computing infrastructure. You can easily:

•  Provision virtual desktops and applications when you need them, where you need them. SkyBridge lets you use the cloud to quickly 
deploy VDI anywhere in the cloud without requiring the traditional VDI hardware capital expense.

• Create a hybrid VDI cloud. Your existing VDI farms are connected to the same global file system as any cloud VDI farms you create -- 
even if you’re using different VDI solutions.

• Offer a mobile desktop. You can give users access to a desktop session anywhere in the world.

• Put applications and data close to the users. No matter where the users are, you can put VDI sessions and the user data close to them, 
eliminating latency issues even for far flung users on other continents. 

• Consolidate infrastructure from small sites to the cloud. Since you can put VDI farms in the cloud region closest to each office, you don’t 
need local infrastructure at those offices to deliver VDI. 

• Simplified networking. SkyBridge solves routing and connectivity challenges. It automatically connects your datacenter to the cloud 
without requiring any specialized networking setup.

• Take advantage of cloud economics. By deploying VDI in the cloud, you avoid big up-front expense of servers and storage to support it. 

• Avoid data transfer charges. If you’re connecting on-premise data to VDI in the cloud, you’ll rack up data transfer charges. With 
SkyBridge, data and compute are both in cloud, so you don’t have to worry about data transfer costs

By solving the last mile of hybrid cloud computing, SkyBridge transforms a cloud datacenter into a corporate datacenter. Data is always immediately 
available and consistent in every datacenter including the cloud

For more information on Panzura SkyBridge or other Panzura solutions, please visit us at: www.panzura.com
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Figure 1: Panzura SkyBridge


